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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

III B.Tech. I Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, September– 2014 
DYNAMICS OF MACHINERY 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 

Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 

1. A disc spinning on it’s axis at 20 rad/sec will undergo precession when  a torque  100 N-M  [ ] 

is applied about an axis normal to it at an angular speed, if mass moment of inertia of the disc is the 1 kg-m2       

a) 2rad/sec              b) 5rad/sec                     c)10rad/sec         d) 20 rad/sec 

2. The rotor  of a ship rotates  in clock wise direction when viewed from         [ ] 

the stern and the ship takes a left turn.  The effect of the gyroscopic couple acting on it will be.                            

     a)To raise the bow  & lower the stern                 b)To raise the bow and stern 

    c)To  lower the bow & stern                            d)To lower the bow & raise the stern 

3. In an automobile, if the vehicle makes a left turn, the gyroscopic torque.        [ ] 

     a) Increases the forces on inner wheels                           b) Decreases the forces on outer wheels 

     c)Does not affect the forces on the outer wheels          d) Doesn’t affect the forces on the  inner wheels.     

 4.  The frictional torque  transmitted in a flat pivot bearing considering uniform 

Pressure, is                     

a) 1/2UWR                      b) (2/3)UWR                  c) 3/4UWR         d) UWR 

5.  The frictional torque  transmitted in a comical pikes yearning, considering uniform wean is [ ] 

     a)(1/2) µWR csc   α          b)2/3 µWR csc  α      c)3/4µWR csc α   d) µWR csc α   

6.  The brakes commonly used in railway trains is                     [ ] 

      a)Shoe brake        b)Band brake         c) Band &  block brakes  d)Internal expanding brake. 

7.  The  three precision points in  the range 1< x < 3 are                                   [ ] 

      a)1.1,2,2.6,             b)1.6,2.5,2.95    c)1.134,2,2.866  d)1.341,2,2.686 

8.  For a four bar mechanism, the Freudenstein’s equation is                     [ ] 

      a) k1 cos θ+k2 cos Ф+k3=    cos (θ- Ф)    b)K1cos θ-k2    cos Ф +k3= cos    (θ- Ф)   

c) k1 cos Ф +k2 cos θ +k3= cos (θ- Ф)  d) k1cos Ф- k2 cos θ +k3= cos(θ- Ф) 

9.   Representation of all the forces acting on the body including self weight &  normal   [ ] 

reaction is called                                                                                                                            

a) Free body diagram  b) velocity diagram    c) Accelaration diagramd d) None. 
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10. When the crank is at the inner dead centre in a harizontal  reciprocating steam engine,   [ ] 

then the velocity of the piston will be     

  a)Zero                           b)Minimum                    c)Maximum      d)None 

 
II  Fill in the blanks 
 
11. A disc is spinning with an angular velocity ω rad/sec about the axis of spin. The couple  applied to the disc 

causing precession pω will be___________________________ 
 
12. The engine of an aero plane rotates in clock wise direction when seen from the tail end and the aero plane 

takes a turn to the left.  The effect of the Gyroscopic couple on the aero plane will 
be_________________________ 

 
13. The frictional torque transmitted by a disc or plate clutch is same as that of _____________ 
 
14. The frictional   torque transmitted by a cone clutch  is same as that of______________________ 
 
15. __________________________________is an absorption type of dynamometer. 
 
16. A Torsion dynamometer  is used for measuring large powers along the propeller shafts of 

a________________________ 
 
17. The analysis of mechanism deals with____________________ 
 
18. The synthesis of mechanism deals with__________________ 
 
19. Conditions for equilibrium  in two coordinate Geometry are_______________ 
 
20. The resultant force acting on a body together with the reversed effective force, are in equilibrium is known 

as_______________________ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 

1.  The frictional torque  transmitted in a flat pivot bearing considering uniform 

Pressure, is                     

a) 1/2UWR                      b) (2/3)UWR                  c) 3/4UWR         d) UWR 

2.  The frictional torque  transmitted in a comical pikes yearning, considering uniform wean is [ ] 

     a)(1/2) µWR csc   α          b)2/3 µWR csc  α      c)3/4µWR csc α   d) µWR csc α   

3.  The brakes commonly used in railway trains is                     [ ] 

      a)Shoe brake        b)Band brake         c) Band &  block brakes  d)Internal expanding brake. 

4.  The  three precision points in  the range 1< x < 3 are                                   [ ] 

      a)1.1,2,2.6,             b)1.6,2.5,2.95    c)1.134,2,2.866  d)1.341,2,2.686 

5.  For a four bar mechanism, the Freudenstein’s equation is                     [ ] 

      a) k1 cos θ+k2 cos Ф+k3=    cos (θ- Ф)    b)K1cos θ-k2    cos Ф +k3= cos    (θ- Ф)   

c) k1 cos Ф +k2 cos θ +k3= cos (θ- Ф)  d) k1cos Ф- k2 cos θ +k3= cos(θ- Ф) 

6.   Representation of all the forces acting on the body including self weight &  normal   [ ] 

reaction is called                                                                                                                            

a) Free body diagram  b) velocity diagram    c) Accelaration diagramd d) None. 

 

7. When the crank is at the inner dead centre in a harizontal  reciprocating steam engine,   [ ] 

then the velocity of the piston will be     

  a)Zero                           b)Minimum                    c)Maximum      d)None 

   8. A disc spinning on it’s axis at 20 rad/sec will undergo precession when  a torque  100 N-M  [ ] 

is applied about an axis normal to it at an angular speed, if mass moment of inertia of the disc is the 1 kg-m2       

a) 2rad/sec              b) 5rad/sec                     c)10rad/sec         d) 20 rad/sec 

9. The rotor  of a ship rotates  in clock wise direction when viewed from         [ ] 

the stern and the ship takes a left turn.  The effect of the gyroscopic couple acting on it will be.                             

     a)To raise the bow  & lower the stern                 b)To raise the bow and stern 

    c)To  lower the bow & stern                            d)To lower the bow & raise the stern 
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10. In an automobile, if the vehicle makes a left turn, the gyroscopic torque.        [ ] 

     a) Increases the forces on inner wheels                           b) Decreases the forces on outer wheels 

     c)Does not affect the forces on the outer wheels          d) Doesn’t affect the forces on the  inner wheels.     

 

 
II  Fill in the blanks 
 
11. The frictional   torque transmitted by a cone clutch  is same as that of______________________ 
 
12. __________________________________is an absorption type of dynamometer. 
 
13. A Torsion dynamometer  is used for measuring large powers along the propeller shafts of 

a________________________ 
 
14. The analysis of mechanism deals with____________________ 
 
15. The synthesis of mechanism deals with__________________ 
 
16. Conditions for equilibrium  in two coordinate Geometry are_______________ 
 
17. The resultant force acting on a body together with the reversed effective force, are in equilibrium is known 

as_______________________ 
   

18. A disc is spinning with an angular velocity ω rad/sec about the axis of spin. The couple  applied to the disc 
causing precession pω will be___________________________ 

 
19. The engine of an aero plane rotates in clock wise direction when seen from the tail end and the aero plane 

takes a turn to the left.  The effect of the Gyroscopic couple on the aero plane will 
be_________________________ 

 
20. The frictional torque transmitted by a disc or plate clutch is same as that of _____________ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 

1.  The brakes commonly used in railway trains is                     [ ] 

      a)Shoe brake        b)Band brake         c) Band &  block brakes  d)Internal expanding brake. 

2.  The  three precision points in  the range 1< x < 3 are                                   [ ] 

      a)1.1,2,2.6,             b)1.6,2.5,2.95    c)1.134,2,2.866  d)1.341,2,2.686 

3.  For a four bar mechanism, the Freudenstein’s equation is                     [ ] 

      a) k1 cos θ+k2 cos Ф+k3=    cos (θ- Ф)    b)K1cos θ-k2    cos Ф +k3= cos    (θ- Ф)   

c) k1 cos Ф +k2 cos θ +k3= cos (θ- Ф)  d) k1cos Ф- k2 cos θ +k3= cos(θ- Ф) 

4.   Representation of all the forces acting on the body including self weight &  normal   [ ] 

reaction is called                                                                                                                            

a) Free body diagram  b) velocity diagram    c) Accelaration diagramd d) None. 

  
5. When the crank is at the inner dead centre in a harizontal  reciprocating steam engine,   [ ] 

then the velocity of the piston will be     

  a)Zero                           b)Minimum                    c)Maximum      d)None 

6. A disc spinning on it’s axis at 20 rad/sec will undergo precession when  a torque  100 N-M  [ ] 

is applied about an axis normal to it at an angular speed, if mass moment of inertia of the disc is the 1 kg-m2       

a) 2rad/sec              b) 5rad/sec                     c)10rad/sec         d) 20 rad/sec 

7. The rotor  of a ship rotates  in clock wise direction when viewed from         [ ] 

the stern and the ship takes a left turn.  The effect of the gyroscopic couple acting on it will be.                             

     a)To raise the bow  & lower the stern                 b)To raise the bow and stern 

    c)To  lower the bow & stern                            d)To lower the bow & raise the stern 

8. In an automobile, if the vehicle makes a left turn, the gyroscopic torque.        [ ] 

     a) Increases the forces on inner wheels                           b) Decreases the forces on outer wheels 

     c)Does not affect the forces on the outer wheels          d) Doesn’t affect the forces on the  inner wheels.     

 9.  The frictional torque  transmitted in a flat pivot bearing considering uniform 

Pressure, is                     

a) 1/2UWR                      b) (2/3)UWR                  c) 3/4UWR         d) UWR 
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10. The frictional torque  transmitted in a comical pikes yearning, considering uniform wean is [ ] 

     a)(1/2) µWR csc   α          b)2/3 µWR csc  α      c)3/4µWR csc α   d) µWR csc α   

 

 
II  Fill in the blanks 
 
11. A Torsion dynamometer  is used for measuring large powers along the propeller shafts of 

a________________________ 
 
12. The analysis of mechanism deals with____________________ 
 
13. The synthesis of mechanism deals with__________________ 
 
14. Conditions for equilibrium  in two coordinate Geometry are_______________ 
 
15. The resultant force acting on a body together with the reversed effective force, are in equilibrium is known 

as_______________________ 
 

16. A disc is spinning with an angular velocity ω rad/sec about the axis of spin. The couple  applied to the disc 
causing precession pω will be___________________________ 

 
17. The engine of an aero plane rotates in clock wise direction when seen from the tail end and the aero plane 

takes a turn to the left.  The effect of the Gyroscopic couple on the aero plane will 
be_________________________ 

 
18. The frictional torque transmitted by a disc or plate clutch is same as that of _____________ 
 
19. The frictional   torque transmitted by a cone clutch  is same as that of______________________ 
 
20. __________________________________is an absorption type of dynamometer. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 

1.  For a four bar mechanism, the Freudenstein’s equation is                     [ ] 

      a) k1 cos θ+k2 cos Ф+k3=    cos (θ- Ф)    b)K1cos θ-k2    cos Ф +k3= cos    (θ- Ф)   

c) k1 cos Ф +k2 cos θ +k3= cos (θ- Ф)  d) k1cos Ф- k2 cos θ +k3= cos(θ- Ф) 

2.   Representation of all the forces acting on the body including self weight &  normal   [ ] 

reaction is called                                                                                                                            

a) Free body diagram  b) velocity diagram    c) Accelaration diagramd d) None. 

 
3. When the crank is at the inner dead centre in a harizontal  reciprocating steam engine,   [ ] 

then the velocity of the piston will be     

  a)Zero                           b)Minimum                    c)Maximum      d)None 

4. A disc spinning on it’s axis at 20 rad/sec will undergo precession when  a torque  100 N-M  [ ] 

is applied about an axis normal to it at an angular speed, if mass moment of inertia of the disc is the 1 kg-m2       

a) 2rad/sec              b) 5rad/sec                     c)10rad/sec         d) 20 rad/sec 

5. The rotor  of a ship rotates  in clock wise direction when viewed from         [ ] 

the stern and the ship takes a left turn.  The effect of the gyroscopic couple acting on it will be.                             

     a)To raise the bow  & lower the stern                 b)To raise the bow and stern 

    c)To  lower the bow & stern                            d)To lower the bow & raise the stern 

6. In an automobile, if the vehicle makes a left turn, the gyroscopic torque.        [ ] 

     a) Increases the forces on inner wheels                           b) Decreases the forces on outer wheels 

     c)Does not affect the forces on the outer wheels          d) Doesn’t affect the forces on the  inner wheels.     

 7.  The frictional torque  transmitted in a flat pivot bearing considering uniform 

Pressure, is                     

a) 1/2UWR                      b) (2/3)UWR                  c) 3/4UWR         d) UWR 

8.  The frictional torque  transmitted in a comical pikes yearning, considering uniform wean is [ ] 

     a)(1/2) µWR csc   α          b)2/3 µWR csc  α      c)3/4µWR csc α   d) µWR csc α   
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9.  The brakes commonly used in railway trains is                     [ ] 

      a)Shoe brake        b)Band brake         c) Band &  block brakes  d)Internal expanding brake. 

 

10.  The  three precision points in  the range 1< x < 3 are                                  [       ]

      a)1.1,2,2.6,             b)1.6,2.5,2.95    c)1.134,2,2.866  d)1.341,2,2.686 

 

 
II  Fill in the blanks 
 
 
11. The synthesis of mechanism deals with__________________ 
 
12. Conditions for equilibrium  in two coordinate Geometry are_______________ 
 
13. The resultant force acting on a body together with the reversed effective force, are in equilibrium is known 

as_______________________ 
 

14. A disc is spinning with an angular velocity ω rad/sec about the axis of spin. The couple  applied to the disc 
causing precession pω will be___________________________ 

 
15. The engine of an aero plane rotates in clock wise direction when seen from the tail end and the aero plane 

takes a turn to the left.  The effect of the Gyroscopic couple on the aero plane will 
be_________________________ 

 
16. The frictional torque transmitted by a disc or plate clutch is same as that of _____________ 
 
17. The frictional   torque transmitted by a cone clutch  is same as that of______________________ 
 
18. __________________________________is an absorption type of dynamometer. 
 
19. A Torsion dynamometer  is used for measuring large powers along the propeller shafts of 

a________________________ 
 
20. The analysis of mechanism deals with____________________ 
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